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SHARK OVERHARVESTING

Nova scientists develop shark identification tool
BY SUSAN COCKING
SCOCKING@MIAMIHERALD.COM

Scientists led by Nova Southeastern University's
Mahmood Shivji said they have pinpointed the
geographic origins of the fins of scalloped
hammerhead sharks now showing up in Hong
Kong's lucrative fin market.
Shivji and colleagues from New York's Stony
Brook University developed new DNA forensic
tools that distinguish one hammerhead species
from another and determine where each came
from -- using only a small fin clip.
Nova Southeastern research will allow scientists to
identify the geographic origins of species such as
hammerhead sharks. UNDERSEA HUNTER

The groundbreaking research is important because
scalloped hammerhead stocks are in trouble
throughout their range -- including Atlantic and Gulf
waters in the United States -- while commanding

high prices in Hong Kong.
The U.S. government has proposed the scalloped hammerhead and five other shark species for listing
under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES), which would greatly restrict
the legal fin trade. Shivji says his research would help management and enforcement efforts.
Shivji, who heads the Guy Harvey Research Institute and Save Our Seas Shark Center at Nova, says his
team used a technique called ``genetic stock identification'' to trace scalloped hammerheads from the
Western Atlantic to three distinct stocks -- northern (U.S. Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico); central (Belize and

Panama); and southern (Brazil). The three groups, Shivji said, do not mix -- making them especially
vulnerable to overfishing.
``If a stock gets wiped out, there is no replacement,'' Shivji said. ``Without somebody keeping track of it,
you could completely wipe out an entire genetic stock.''
The new CSI-like technique also might be applied to great hammerhead, smooth hammerhead, dusky,
oceanic whitetip, tiger, porbeagle, bull and gray reef sharks -- all of which are found in the Hong Kong fin
trade.
The study builds upon a previous DNA test developed in 2005 at the Guy Harvey Research Institute that
allows scientists to distinguish among great, scalloped and smooth hammerheads from fin or meat tissues.
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Join the discussion
The Miami Herald is pleased to provide this opportunity to share information, experiences and observations about what's in
the news. Some of the comments may be reprinted elsewhere in the site or in the newspaper. We encourage lively, open
debate on the issues of the day, and ask that you refrain from profanity, hate speech, personal comments and remarks that
are off point. In order to post comments, you must be a registered user of MiamiHerald.com. Your username will show along
with the comments you post. Thank you for taking the time to offer your thoughts.
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